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Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? is the companion book to the classic Brown Bear,

Brown Bear, What Do You See? Bill Martin's simple, rhythmic text invites young listeners to chant

along with the sounds of the animals in the zoo, from braying zebras to trumpeting elephants. Eric

Carle's vibrant and imaginative illustrations are the perfect match for the playful text, keeping

children enthralled reading after reading. This new Spanish translation brings Bill Martin and Eric

Carle's book to a whole new audience. Spanish-speaking and bilingual children will now be able to

share the joy and magic of the delightful Polar Bear and his friends at the zoo.
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We have five Eric Carle books (some English some Spanish) and this is my 18-mo-old's favorite. I

think he likes the repetition and rhythm. He brings it to me all the time. The illustrations are simple,

colorful and inviting.From book:"Oso polar, oso polar, que es ese ruido?Es un leon que ruge en mi

oido.Leon, leon, que es ese ruido?Es un hipopotamo que resopla en mi oido.Hipopotamo,

hipopotamo, que es ese ruido?..."



oso polar, oso polar, que es ese rudio by bill martin was great! was a great book for my niece who is

learning how to read. had a lot of fun pictures and was easy to understand. my niece liked the

pictures and pretends to read the book when im not reading it to her which is very cute! all in all it

was a good purchase and i would recommend it to anyone looking for a Spanish book for children. If

you found my review helpful please hit "Yes" if not thank you for your time in reading my review.

Great read but I had to look up the meaning of some of the words for the sounds that the animals

make. Plus I.didn't know what a hippo noise was! So some might be confusing.Algunas palabras de

los sonidos de animales tube que buscar en dicionario...ademas que no sabia que sonido hacia un

hipppotamo!

My son is in a dual language Spanish immersion program. He loves this story so much I bought it

for home. He can read it himself and he is only in kindergarten. The colors are bright and we love

the hardback design. This book is a great size for him.

I'm not sure if my review is for the book itself or the seller.. The book is a fantastic book. My

daughter loves it. I fluently speak Spanish and learned a few words. The condition of the book was

good too. Not bad for a toddler anyway

What sound does a flamingo make? Can you imitate a peacock? Had to look both ....Quality is good

but baby and I just don't like it as much as Spanish version of Brown Bear, Brown Bear (Oso Pardo,

Oso Pardo) and doesn't seem to flow as easily. Baby does laugh at my attempts to make noises,

though. Agree with another reviewer that growling used again is a distraction. Baby loses interest in

this book too easily, possibly because she is a fan of largest colorful animals out there. The flamingo

and peacock just don't interest her at this age: 11 mos. Book is well done but if you must choose

one of the the two Eric Carle books translated in Spanish (checked Eric Carle website February

2014), get Oso Pardo.

The simple rhymes of this classic book lend themselves well to translation (unlike, say, Goodnight

Moon, whose rhymes are central to its greatness and unequalled in translation).The animal sounds

lose very little of their poetry in the translated version and the only complaint I have is the repetition

of gruÃ±ir to represent both the growling of the polar bear and the snarling of the leopard (though I

can't imagine what verb could have been substituted).



This is a frequently-requested bedtime book by my 3 year old son. I try to read each animal's lines

with the corresponding animal sound, but I admit the flamenco and the pavo real have me stumped

:) I make it up and he hasn't noticed yet!I like getting Eric Carle books in Spanish for him because

they have a lot of repetition, and I can tell that it helps the words stick.As usual, beautiful

illustrations, and it is well translated.
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